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Evaluation Framework
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EDT- Ecosystem Diagnosis and Treatment- framework
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 Temperature Modeling (USFS Boise Lab STARS-SSN tools—Isaak et al)
 Input (GIS)
 Empirical water temperature data (PAWMAP, USGS)
 Empirical air temperature data (PRISM—Oregon State)
 Shade estimated from canopy coverage (LiDAR top hit)
 Prediction (R Tools)
 Water temperature estimated using shade, catchment, elevation, and future air temperature.
 Air temperature from downscaled climate modeling, 2040 and 2080 RCP 8.5
Future conditions (2040-2080)
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Results: Tryon Creek – Coho 
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EDT Reach
Estimated Increase 




Level Key Limiting Factors
Tryon2 121% Highest Channel length, habitat diversity, temperature
Tryon3B 94%
Highest




Channel length, food index, sediment, temperature, 
flow
Tryon3C 42% High Channel length
Tryon4A 37% High Habitat diversity (complex)
Tryon1 36% High Habitat diversity (complex)
Nettle1 33% Medium Habitat diversity (complex)
Tryon4B 27% Medium Complex
Arnold1A 7% Low Complex
Arnold1B 6% Low Complex
Coho- Restoration Priorities
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Results: Tryon Creek – Chinook 









Level Key Limiting Factors
Tryon2 72% Highest Channel length, key habitat, food index
Tryon3A 50% High Channel length, sediment
Tryon3B 47% High Sediment, channel length
Nettle1 24% Medium Complex
Tryon3C 22% Medium channel length, sediment
Tryon1 19% Medium Channel length, width
Chinook- Restoration Priorities
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Results: Tryon Creek – Steelhead 
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Level Key Limiting Factors
Tryon2 97% Highest Channel length, chemicals, food index, flow, habitat diversity
Nettle1 65% Highest Complex
Tryon4A 64% Highest Key habitat (complex)
Tryon3A 55% High Channel length, temperature, food index, sediment
Tryon3B 52% High Channel length, temperature, sediment, flow, food index
Tryon3C 30% Medium Channel length, temperature
Tryon1 23% Medium Complex
Tryon4B 22% Medium Temperature, channel length
Arnold1B 18% Medium Complex
Arnold1A 10% Low Channel length
Arnold1C 3% Low Complex
Steelhead- Restoration Priorities 
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Results: Johnson Creek – Coho 
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Results: Johnson Creek – Chinook 
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Results: Johnson Creek – Steelhead 
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Conclusions
Predicted changes in stream temperatures are more 
extreme in Johnson Creek than Tryon Creek, and 
dangerous temperatures for salmonids increase in both 
watersheds
Restoration projects have the potential to ameliorate 
impacts of climate change and urban degradation
Of the three indicator species, steelhead are the most 
impacted by changes to stream temperature
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Conclusions
In Tryon Creek, for all three indicator species greatest 
restoration potential is in the reaches just above the Hwy 
43 culvert
In Johnson Creek, greatest restoration potential for 
Chinook and Coho is in lower reaches, while greatest 
restoration potential for steelhead is in upper reaches
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Conclusions
Incorporating both climate change and restoration project 
maturation into urban planning provides more accurate 
information
Addition of predicted future land and incorporation of 
additional data could provide useful information
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